Video Release Form

CogSci MIND CHALLENGE VIDEO CONTEST

By completing this form you agree for your name, image and video to be used in the CogSci Mind Challenge and on Cognitive Science Society (CSS) websites and other CSS approved websites.

*If anyone in the video is under the age of 18, they must have their parent or guardian complete and sign this form.

__________________________________________ Entrant’s Name _________Age
__________________________________________ Parent or Guardian’s name (if under 18)
__________________________________________ Email Address
________________ Date __________________ Phone

I (entrant, or if under 18, parent/guardian), in consideration for my participation in the CogSci Mind Challenge, consent to allow my name, image and video (or child’s name, image and video) to be used in the CogSci Mind Challenge and in CSS websites and other CSS approved websites, or elsewhere by CSS, without notice and without any compensation. I waive all rights that I/my child may claim in relation to the use of such images, videos, or name. I hereby accept and assume full responsibility for any and all harm, damages, liability, or claims arising from or related to the CogSci Mind Challenge or the use of my/my child’s name, or image, or the submitted video, whether caused by negligence or otherwise (collectively, the “Liabilities”), and hereby release, discharge, and indemnify and hold harmless CSS and its respective members, officers, employees, agents, or directors from the Liabilities.

____________________________________________________ Signature (parent or guardian for entrants aged 18 and younger)